
TERMS AND CONDITION 

1. I am/are fully aware that prior art search or invention analysis will be carried out on any one or 

more free websites of USPTO, WIPO, EPO etc. like (www.uspto.gov.in, www.wipo.int) and 

therefore prior art search report or invention analysis report provided by C-DAC/DIT/external 

expert will be limited to the databases of this free website and may not be full proof. 

Views/reports/observations/comments of such experts shall not be taken as or concerned by 

those of C-DAC/DIT. This portal only facilitates in bringing together related parties together.  

2. I /We am/are aware that prior art search and invention analysis is based upon individual 

interpretation, specialization, language interpretation of the expert analyst and therefore these 

reports may vary from expert to expert.  

3. I am fully aware that I/We will be registered with this portal or I/We will be able to use one or 

more services, based upon my/our declaration/submission of above information.  

4. I hereby confirm and declare that information given above is TRUE and CORRECT.  

5. I agree and accept that in the event of information/declaration given by me/us turns out to be 

incorrect or false or misleading, my registration is liable to be cancelled immediately without any 

notice/compensation.  

6. I am fully aware that service(s) provided by C-DAC/DIT may not serve my/our purpose or fall 

short of my/our expectation or may give wrong/incorrect results. I therefore consciously hereby 

relinquish/ surrender all my/our rights, interests of claiming/demanding any compensation, 

refund, damages from C-DAC/DIT/third party experts who offered/provided service(s) through 

C-DAC/DIT, Govt of India.  

7. I / We agree and accept that C-DAC/DIT/External experts shall not be responsible and liable 

for any and all direct, indirect, remote loss/damage but not limited to loss of profits/ loss of 

business, loss of opportunities, loss of data, loss of expertise/knowledge etc.  

8. C-DAC/DIT can cancel my registration or prevent me from using/accessing portal availing 

services any time without any notice.  

9. I / We undertake, promise, assure and confirm that the services availed by me/us shall not be 

resold/reused/shared with any person for a fee or commercial purpose. I/We shall use all services 

offered by this portal for self use only and not for any other person.  

10. I/We am/are aware that my/our facility/access/registration as user/organization can be 

stopped/cancelled/ terminated with or without notice/reason. Some are the few following 

illustrative circumstances in which access/registration can be stopped/cancelled/terminated by C-

DAC/DIT without specifying any reason and without giving any notice:  



i. Information/declaration given by me is found to be incorrect/false/misleading in the opinion of 

C-DAC/DIT  

ii. If I/We violate/breach any of terms and conditions mentioned above or under terms of use.  

iii. If I/We am/are found using services for third person or for commercial purpose.  

iv. If C-DAC/DIT decides to stop or suspend providing/rendering of services for 

technical/administrative/ financial or any other cause/reason.  

v. If I/We fail to submit/upload invention analysis/prior art search report within 10 days of 

selection/receipt.  

11. I/We am/are aware and agree that I/We can avail each service only for such 

frequency/duration as decided by C-DAC/DIT. 


